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Vintage Race Car l by Tammie Wilson



Vintage Race Car l by Tammie Wilson

Paint
Delta Ceramcoat 
 Acrylic Paint  
White    
Black   
Opaque Red  
Opaque Yellow   
Chambray Blue  
Tangerine  
Cape Cod Blue 
Black Cherry 
Platinum 

Brushes
no. 1 wash
no. 6 flat
no. 2 round
no. 10/0 liner
scruffy brush
large mop

 Misc.
Transparent tracing paper, 
graphite paper, stylus, palette, 
water bowl and paper towels.

Tammie Wilson
Costa Mesa, CA
E-mail: TWilson@deltacreative.com
Web: www.treasues@aol.com

Preparation
Basecoat Box 
Basecoat the top of lid Chambray Blue and base 
White on the lid edges. Basecoat box bottom 
Opaque Red or Cape Cod Blue. 

Transfer Design
Transfer main pattern lines using graphite 
paper and a stylus. Trace pattern details on after 
the areas are basecoated and dry. 

Basecoat Car
Car body is Opaque Red, seat is Opaque Yellow,
tires and back two sections of muffler are Black, 
the edge of rims, roll bar and front section of 
muffler are Platinum and the spoke area of the 
rims and grill are a wash of Black. 

Instructions
Refer to photo for detail and color placement.

Body of Car
Define car details with thinned Black Cherry using 
a liner brush. 

Use a flat to shade the top edge of the car, along 
the back, under the muffler and behind each vent 
with a float of Black Cherry. Shade the car seat 
with Opaque Yellow + Black 1:1. Use this same mix 
to add lines and buttons to upholstery. 

Highlight the car body, tops of vents and mirrors 
with Tangerine; refer to photo. This highlight can 
either be a flip float or dry-brushed with a scruffy 

brush. Reinforce highlight with a brush mix of 
Tangerine + Opaque Yellow 1:1. If the highlight 
gets too yellow simply wash over it with Opaque 
Red.

Muffler
Highlight the black area with a dry brush of Black 
+ Chambray Blue 1:1, reinforce highlight by adding 
more Chambray Blue to the dirty brush. 

Shade both ends of the Platinum portion of the 
pipe and also the outlet with a float of Black. This 
can be choppy and irregular as it supposed to be 
an old race car.

Tires and Grill
Highlight with a flip-float of Black + Chambray 
Blue 1:1 along the line between the tire sidewall 
and the tread, and where the tire turns to meet 
the rim. Refer to photo. Reinforce the highlight on 
the sidewall and by the rim by adding more 
Chambray Blue to the dirty brush. 

Paint the hubcap Platinum. Add thin lines for 
spokes and grill with Platinum. 

Define hubcaps and add detail to rims with a soft 
line of thinned Black. Refer to photo.

Final details
Add final details on car with Platinum. 

Apply one coat of varnish to the top of the lid. 
Then use the 1” wash to brush in a wide float of 
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Cape Cod Blue around the top 
of the lid and soften with a mop 
brush. If you get any paint on the 
car it will be easy to clean off 
since you applied a coat of varnish 
first.

Let dry thoroughly and then rein-
force with a smaller float of Cape 
Cod Blue + Black around the edges. 
Soften using the mop brush. 

Using the #6 flat, paint in checks 
on edge of lid with Black. 

Finishing
When dry finish with 2-3 coats of 
varnish.


